SOLUTION BRIEF

The Rapid7 Insight Platform
Your Home for SecOps

It’s time to break down silos and drive secure innovation, together. The practice of SecOps creates an alliance between security,
IT, and development to make security an inherent outcome of all business innovation and operations.
The Rapid7 Insight platform equips you with the visibility, analytics, and automation you need to unite your teams and amplify
your efficiency.

InsightVM gives you live vulnerability management
and endpoint analytics to view real-time risk.
InsightAppSec stays in step with your application
development to easily introduce security throughout
your SDLC.
InsightIDR unifies UBA, SIEM, and EDR technology
so you can prioritize your response efforts.
InsightOps provides a simple approach to log
management and troubleshooting.
InsightConnect connects your technology stack
through custom workflows to accelerate security
and IT processes.
Managed Services act as an extension of your
team to help you reduce risk and detect and
respond to attacks.

Ready to get started?
Launch your free trial at www.rapid7.com/try/insight

011819

Power Up Your SecOps Practice
As the only company focused solely on helping you implement a SecOps
practice, Rapid7 delivers the technology, expertise, and advocacy you need
to propel secure innovation.

The Rapid7 Insight Platform: Your Home for SecOps

Experience the Insight
Platform Now
Try the Rapid7 Insight platform—
for free. Power up your SecOps at
www.rapid7.com.

Support
call +1.866.380.8113

UNIFY DATA COLLECTION

Collect data once from across your IT environment, enabling your
Security, IT, and DevOps teams to collaborate effectively as they
analyze shared data.

SCALE WITH EASE

Expanding your use of the Insight platform to include multiple solutions is easy. Once your data collectors are installed, launching new
Insight products is just a few clicks away.

INTEGRATE SEAMLESSLY

Get faster analysis, prioritization, and remediation with your existing
tools. The Insight platform integrates with your technology stack,
acting as a force multiplier to already-deployed solutions.

Expert-Driven Managed and Consulting Services
Rapid7 powers SecOps not only through technology, but also by giving you
access to experts that were once in your shoes. Our managed and consulting services extend the reach of your team, while our industry research,
reports, and open source tools constantly feed the Insight platform—and
you—with new insights.

Research and Community
Rapid7 stems from nearly two decades of active research, a constantly expanding vulnerability and exploit database, Rapid7’s Metasploit project, the
learnings from our threat hunting team, and the thousands of penetration
tests we conduct every year.
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